Audio Guide App for *Witness: Art and Civil Rights in the Sixties*

In partnership with GUIDEPLE, the Hood Museum of Art has created a supplemental audio guide for *Witness: Art and Civil Rights in the Sixties*. The audio guide offers descriptions of select events, people, and groups that were pivotal in moving the civil rights movement forward and served as inspiration to some of the artists in this exhibition. The guide also highlights events that took place here at Dartmouth College.

**To use:**

Step 1: Download the GUIDEPLE app by:
- Searching GUIDEPLE on the App Store
- Scanning the QR code below with a scanning app
Step 2:
- Open the GUIDEPLE
- Select Hood Museum of Art from the list
- In the galleries, enter the number next to the GUIDEPLE logo found on select labels

These audio files can also be found on the Hood Museum of Art website at http://hoodmuseum.dartmouth.edu.

The Hood would like to thank Jessica Womack ’14, 2013–14 Levinson Intern and present curatorial assistant, and Aaron Colston ’14, Semarley Jarrett ’14, Melissa Padilla ’16, Yobiel Kelati ’15, Dondei Dean ’17, Joshua Koenig ’16, and Moses Adubi ’15 for contributing to this audio guide.

Additional thanks go to Alice EunMyoung Lee ’14, Overseas Marketing Manager at GUIDEPLE.

GUIDEPLE was created by a global group of passionate college graduates and graduating undergraduates to provide a simple, effective, and enjoyable technology for museumgoers in Korea. GUIDEPLE’s overseas marketer, Alice Lee, Class of 2014, connected GUIDEPLE with the Hood Museum of Art as its first United States client.